The contract for the provision of health care
in the field of medical transport by ambulance
concluded on ..................................... in Janików between :
Special -Trans S. C. Mazurek Jerzy, Mazurek Aleksandra
Janików , ul. Stefana Batorego 8a
55-200 Oława
PL9121756291
hereinafter referred to in the contract as the "Contractor ",
represented by:
Jerzy Mazurek Co-owner
Aleksandra Mazurek Co-owner
and ……………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………...
……………………….……………………………………………………………………………………………………...
ID Number: .................................. or Social Security ..................................
hereinafter referred to in the contract " Customer" .
Patient data :
Name: Date of Birth:
Place of residence :
The route of transport:
Where to pick up the patient :
Date of receipt:
Destination of transport:
§1
1. The subject of the contract is paid by the Contractor to provide medical transport services to the
Principal Order .
2. The contractor will provide services in the field of medical transport ambulance with a team driver +
paramedic / EMT medical / nurse / doctor with equipment fixed before transport to the Principal .
§2
The Contractor declares that the provision of transport services referred to in § 1 has:
1. appropriate permissions - in accordance with the applicable provisions of law,
2. equipment, technical knowledge , experience , and personnel trained and qualified to ensure the
execution of the service with due diligence , in accordance with the applicable laws and European Union
standards conveying harmonized European standards .
§3
Customer represents that it will provide all the information needed to perform proper transport
Contractor:
1. Customer shall provide accurate information about the patient's condition and possible medical records .
2. Customer if possible transport the patient to prepare mentally and physically.
3. Customer will provide the exact address of the patient reception and destination address.
4. Customer shall provide the contact numbers of persons authorized to contact.

*. delete as appropriate

§4
1. The contracting parties agree that the applicable form of payment for the service medical transport one
patient is the sum actually defeated kilometers ( place of departure and the end is the seat of the header
listed in the agreement) , and the sum of any additional charges , among others, vignettes , maritime
transport costs , travel expenses tunnels , medical doctor / paramedic / nurse*.
2. The remuneration referred to in paragraph 1 is expressed by the amount of net / gross * .
3. Salary indicative for transportation both parties to determine the amount of :
____________________ EURO (say ____________________________________________________ EURO )
the approximate amount of transport.
4. Transport costs listed in section 3, § 4 does not contain : tolls, ferry fees , etc.
5. The remuneration referred to in paragraph 3 is EUR gross / net * .
6. Gross price for each full 60 minutes . expectations of a specialist team for a patient in the institution to
which he was transferred from headquarters to award the contract is:
40 EURO (say forty euro) for 60 minutes makes a full stop
Dwell time is the time in which the patient is subjected to the tests or consultations , wypisom , etc. Time
which does not result from the itinerary.
7 .The fee for the medical doctor nurse during transport is *
100 EURO (say a hundred dollars ) per hour transport * .
§5
1. Customer is required to pay a deposit in the amount of 50% of the indicative cost of transport to the day
preceding the transport set to :
____________________ EURO (say ____________________________________________________ EURO )
down payment in the amount of 60% of the estimated costs of transport.
On account of the Contractor :
ONLY IN EURO
SPECJAL-TRANS
BZWBK
SWIFT: WBKPPLPP
IBAN: PL56 1090 2428 0000 0001 2284 8281

Otherwise, the Contractor may refuse to transport a patient.
2. The Customer is obliged to pay the rest of the amount due, ie the difference between the paid amount of
the advance and the sum of the cost of transport and other charges shall forthwith after transport or by
prior arrangement within 7 days of the execution of transport on account produced at § 5 , para. 1
§6
Any changes to this Agreement must be in writing to be valid.
§7
In matters not covered by this Agreement , the relevant provisions of the Civil Code .
§8
The Contractor is not responsible for the health and life of the person being transported .
*. delete as appropriate

§9
Customer waives any claim related to the service implemented by the Contractor and third parties associates .
§ 10
In matters not covered by this Agreement shall be governed by the Civil Code. Competent to settle disputes
that may arise as a result of this agreement is court Oława
§ 11
Agreement is drawn up in two identical copies, one for each party .

Contractor:

*. delete as appropriate

Customer :

